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大词汇量连续语音识别（Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition，
LVCSR）是语音识别研究的重点和难点之一，其涉及了声学模型、语言模型、
搜索算法等多方面的知识和技术；本文在介绍语音识别的基本原理基础上，就
如何提高 LVCSR 的识别速度以及识别准确率两方面进行了研究和探讨。  
在基于 HMM 的 LVCSR 系统中其声学建模常用连续密度 HMM 来实现，





基于 SIMD 的似然率并行计算算法，并利用 HTK3.4 工具包作为实验基线系统、












































Large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) is one of the most 
important subjects of spoken language processing, which involves many knowledge 
sources and techniques such as acoustic model, language model and decoding 
algorithm. This paper will introduce the basic knowledge of speech recognition and 
then discuss how to improve the real-time performance of speech recognition 
systems and how to improve the recognition accuracy. 
Most LVCSR systems are based on statistical models, which use continuous 
density HMM as the underlying technology to perform acoustic modeling of speech 
signals. In this system, each state is a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) which is 
consisted of many Gaussian mixtures. For this kind of likelihood-based speech 
recognition systems, the state likelihoods estimation is computationally intensive. It 
is one of the most important reasons why the recognition is so slow. Therefore it is 
necessary to develop efficient techniques in order to reduce the computational 
overhead of likelihood computation without any degradation or a significant 
degradation of recognition accuracy. The likelihood computation of LVCSR systems 
which are based on continuous density HMM is analyzed to show that the 
conventional way of sequential computing is time-consuming and the likelihood 
computation itself can be implemented in parallel. A SIMD-based algorithm which 
can carry out parallel likelihood computation is presented in this paper. By taking 
HTK 3.4 toolkit as the baseline system and TIMIT、WSJ0 corpus as the experiment 
corpus, the experiment platform is built. And then the algorithm is compared to 
other efficient techniques such as partial distance elimination (PDE), best mixture 
prediction (BMP), and feature component reordering (FCR) and Gaussian selection 
(GS) on this platform. Experiments results show that the SIMD-based algorithm can 
significantly reduce the time overhead of likelihood computation without any 
















In order to integrate the semantic knowledge with N-gram language model for 
LVCSR to improve recognition accuracy, the theory of latent semantic analysis 
(LSA) and the related techniques for applying it in LVCSR system is described in 
this paper. And then LSA model is constructed on the WSJ0 text corpus. We use the 
interpolation method to combine this model with conventional N-gram to form a 
hybrid language model which include semantic knowledge. To optimize the 
performance of the hybrid model, we apply k-means algorithm to perform vector 
clustering in the LSA vector space while the density function is used to initialize the 
centroids, and propose a computation method for smoothing the probabilities. The 
model perplexity tests and continuous speech recognition experiments are conducted 
on the WSJ0 corpus. Results show that the constructed hybrid language model 
outperforms the corresponding N-gram and can improve the recognition of LVCSR 
to some extent. 
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